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Welcome to the pre Christmas season. ‘Tis the season to turn 
ornaments for the tree and gifts that go under it. Personally, there’s more 
wood on our tree than in it. Not only that, some folks on our gift list have 
as many or more turned items on their mantle than we do. Of course, my 
mom topped the list.

When I look at our box of turned decorations I can see my progression 
in the craft and looking at some, I’ve definitely come a long way. But, 
like all the little pieces made by the kids in school - if the tree goes up, 
they go on. In many of them I think of the challenges they posed at the 
time that seem non existent now. I’d like to think that for the most part, 
anything I produce now exceeds everything in the box. If it didn’t, it would 
never see the light of day now. That makes me even more thankful for the 
compliments I received when giving turned gifts to the faithful few. Folks 
like that are real friends. J

Unlike some who hide or destroy such items, I covet them. I can see 
the journey from where I was to where I am now. Each piece was the best 
I could do at the time but also revealed the need for improvement in one 
way or another. Hopefully in a year I will feel the same about what I do 
now. 

A time like this is the best opportunity for a woodturner to advance his or 
her skill by doing the one thing that will improve your skill and enjoyment 
that is free: practice. Well, except for the tools that you grind away when 
you are sharpening (even more valuable practice). By the time I am 
no longer writing this column, you will be pretty tired of hearing me say 
“practice, practice, practice”. Gifts for others and decorations is an ideal 
motivation and excuse to get into the shop and make shavings. It’s fair to 
say that I learned the most when I had multiple things to turn; everything 
from very large spindle jobs to multiple bowls for gifts. But remember that 
practice doesn’t make perfect, it makes permanent - so practice the right 
thing.

Switching channels, I am sad to say that we have had to cancel Kurt 
Herzog’s upcoming demonstration and workshop because of lack of 
interest. It is a shame because Kurt is an outstanding demonstrator and 
the focus of his topic was to be basic turning including pens, boxes and 
Christmas ornaments. Perfect for the season, this opportunity is now lost.

Because our meeting this month is a pot luck supper, the president’s 
challenge originally slated for this month will be postponed to next month. 
The January President’s challenge will be a finial or some other similar 
small, detailed piece turned between centers.

 

January’s President’s Challenge
“Finials or turning between 2 centers.”
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Free Black Walnut Burl
Ed Pretty

Now that I have your attention I’d like to remind 
everyone that the Annual General Meeting is coming 
up in February. It’s not too early to consider standing 
for one of the available positions on the executive 
at that time. This is your opportunity to help build 
the kind of guild that you think we should have. 
There is neither a prerequisite of turning experience 
nor longstanding membership in the guild, only the 
desire to help guide and shape the future of a guild 
with a strong tradition of learning. Newer members 
are a valuable asset on the executive, needed to 
provide that perspective.  If you are considering 
one of the positions or have questions about the 
positions or expectations, please speak with one 
of the present executive. Continued participation is 
what keeps this guild vibrant and alive.

People are often hesitant to step forward, thinking 
they aren’t able. If you know a member who you feel 
would make a good executive member, I encourage 
you to encourage them to stand for a position.  

Executive meetings are held every two months 
(except summer) in Port Moody and are only two 
hours long (includes pizza and dessert). Presently 
they are held on Tuesday evenings. At times 
issues are dealt with between meetings via email 
and occasionally we all have small “homework 
assignments”, but this is minimal and shared 

equally. All executive positions are two-year terms 
with a maximum number of two terms.

The Vice President position is open. Bruce 
served for one year, filling out the second year of 
the term that I vacated when I stood for President. 
No experience is required for this position. The 
responsibilities are to run the monthly meetings 
in the President’s absence (there is an agenda 
to follow) and also to serve on the education 
committee (presently chaired by Larry Stevenson).  

The Treasurer position is open since Fred has 
served two full terms. No accounting experience 
is required for this position and the books have, of 
course, already been set up. The ability to add and 
subtract is an asset. J

There are three (of six) Member At Large 
positions open. The position is a supporting role that 
sometimes involves specific assignments that come 
up from time to time. The MAL’s help broaden the 
“voice” of the membership in the executive. This is 
an ideal opportunity for any member, new or not-so-
new, to have direct input into what the guild does 
and how we do it.

BTW - the free black walnut - I know a guy who 
knows a guy…

Kurt Herzog Cancelled
Ed Pretty

In case you missed the note in the President’s Column, Kurt Herzog’s demonstration and workshop the 
weekend of December 8 has been cancelled. Unfortunately there was only one person expressing interest 
in his workshop and considering the poor attendance at Merryll Saylan’s demo, we felt there wouldn’t be 
enough support for Kurt’s presentation.

It is unfortunate that we had to cancel Kurt because he is an excellent presenter and his subject matter 
was to be more on the basic end, something that is an uncommon combination. We hope that there will 
be more interest for Ashley Harwood in March and Jimmy Clewes in May. Understanding the need to bring 
something of more interest to newer turners, Art Liestman and Bruce Campbell have worked hard to bring 
these folks to our guild. Please consider attending at least one if not both demonstrations. If you can attend 
a workshop, your skill will definitely advance to another level. 
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FOF Notes for November 2012 
This year Focus on Fundamentals started in October with Gerry Vickers 

reviewing basic turning concepts.  January and February sessions will build 
on Gerry’s introduction and cover the spindle gouge and the skew chisel.  
FOF sessions in 2013 will cover sharpening, scrapers, finishing a roughed 
out bowl, simple hollow forms and faceplate work. The demonstrations 
will be shorter than those this year, so that time is allowed for beginners 
to try out  aspects of the demonstration and ask questions. Beginners 
are reminded to review the excellent safety tips on the AAW website (see 
previous newsletter).

Presidential Gallery Show
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

Our own President, Ed Pretty, currently has a 
gallery show at the Circle Craft Gallery on Granville 

Island. His theme is 
Thinking Outside the 
Circle: Turned Wood.  
In his masterly art-
speak way, he says 
“My intention is to use 
various methods to 
make things not round, 
use portions of circles 
in deconstructed and 
reconstructed pieces 
... and also, some 
round pieces” ... Thus, 
“Thinking Outside the 
Circle.”

I attended the opening on November 1, 2012 and 
was impressed.  While some of the pieces had been 
in the instant gallery over 
the past year or so, I had 
forgotten some of them.  
Furthermore, seeing the 
entire collection of (mainly) 
non-round items together 
created a significant impact 
that was missing when the 
pieces were surrounded by 
those of other turners.  

I think my favourite pieces 
were the spiral triangular 
vases (new to me).  Another great piece was a wall 
piece entitled “Benjamin Button”.

If you have not been to the Circle Craft Gallery 
for a show in recent times, you will be pleasantly 
surprised.  The Gallery has been completely 
renovated and the show space has been moved and 
greatly improved.

The show opened on November 2, 2012 and will 
run until December 4, 2012.  It is open from 10 AM 
to 7 PM.  The Circle Craft Gallery is located in the 
Net Loft, opposite the Public Market on Granville 
Island.
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GVWG Tech Talk – October 2012
Robert Carlson (standing in for Bruce Campbell)

It was another good turnout at the Tech Talk table 
this month.

Sphere turning Jig:
Phil brought in a new toy he made, a well 

constructed sphere (ball) turning jig made from 
aluminum and steel that he created in his shop.

The jig was created to do a commission of large 
cedar finials I am assuming for fence posts.  To do 
the commission he spent 16 hours machining and 
fabricating the jig (see pictures below).

After completing the jig and producing some test 
pieces, he started ruff cutting some blanks for the 
job on the band saw when he had an accident. 
While moving a blank through the blade it had a 
bind, and then jumped.  His hand was caught by 
the blade. The resulting gash required a number of 
stitches and time to heal during which he was not 
able to complete the commission.

The jig presented is well made and the samples 
the Phil brought in have perfect shape. All in all 
great ingenuity and design from Phil.

(Sphere turning Jig)

(Stock mounting mandrel)

Mystery Wood:
Jay presented a piece of wood that came from 

Rockler in the US. The wood was hard and dense 
and thought to be some type on rose wood. No one 
present could identify it.

Phil presented a finished ball made from wood 
salvaged from a packing crate from China. The 
piece is hard medium brown in colour with light 
fibres. It has some resemblances to mahogany in 
structure. Again, no identification could be made.

Stabilizing spalted wood:
A question was raised on how to stabilize a large 

piece of spalted wood.
A number of methods were suggested by the 

members including CA glue, PVA glue thinned 
by 80%, Pentacryl and Minwax wood hardener. 
Although all of the mentioned products work, it 
appears that the best results have been achieved 
using Pentacryl and Minwax wood hardener.

Dust Control: Vacuum systems.
A member asked: How many collecting heads 

should be used for pickup from a lathe?
Everyone agreed that dust and chip control on the 

lathe is an on going problem. The chips produced 
from the lathe will clog most collecting systems. And 
the draw area for a collecting head is approximately 
1.5 times the diameter of the pipe inlet size. That 
would mage the effective draw distance for a 2” 
inlet about 3”. After some discussion the consensus 
was to use curtains around the lathe to control the 
chips flying around the shop and use a single inlet 
that can be moved to the area being worked on to 
control the fine particles and dust.

Thank you every one that attended it was another 
great session. I hope to see everyone again next 
month.
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Look Who is Coming to Demonstrate
Peter McLaren
Visiting demonstrators for 2013 include:

March 16, 2013: Demo Day and 
March 17: Hands on Class with  Ashley Harwood.

This young artist is rapidly making a name for 
herself on the professional demonstration circuit.  
Check out her web site at  
http://www.ashleyharwood.net/ashleyharwood/
Woodturning.html

Ashley will demonstrate how she creates the 
delicate spindles she attaches to her sea urchin 
ornaments (in keeping with the earlier theme).  In 
addition she will demonstrate free hand sharpening 
and the advantages of the 40 degree grind on her 
gouges.  This is something that is standard with 
other well known turners such as Cindy Drozda and 
Stuart Batty, who has mentored both these ladies.

She will demonstrate how that grind helps her 
shape the outside and inside of her bowls, showing 
us how she makes one continuous cut on the 
outside of the bowl with no torn grain.

If there is enough interest, Ashley has offered 
to do an intensive 2-day class covering the basic 
of spindle turning, grasping the solid foundation 
of push-cut turning, free hand sharpening, and 
turning bowls – without the nagging problem of the 
transition line near the bottom of the bowl.  This is a 
tremendous opportunity for all our members to work 
on their basic techniques in sharpening and in the 
proper use of the spindle and bowl gouges.  Let me 
know as soon as you can if you want to attend.  The 
cost of all hands on classes is $160 per day. 

May 2, 3, 4, 2013: Jimmy Clewes, will be here 
for a couple days of class and a full day Sat Demo.   
His classes promise to cover two different projects 
each day and his demo will include 5 different 
pieces, each with a special twist and finish no doubt.  
Again this is an opportunity for an intensive 2-day 
class, if interest is noted.  We need to hear from the 
members that this is of interest to some of you, or 
whether you are only available for a one day class!      
Check out Jimmy’s site at    
http://www.jimmyclewes.com/gallery.shtml

Email me if you wish to have your name put on the 
class lists.    Peter McLaren    mclaren47@shaw.ca

http://www.ashleyharwood.net/ashleyharwood/Woodturning.html
http://www.ashleyharwood.net/ashleyharwood/Woodturning.html
http://www.jimmyclewes.com/gallery.shtml
mailto:mclaren47@shaw.ca
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October 2012 Segmented Woodturners Symposium
Ross Pilgrim

After a couple of creatively “dry years” I decided 
to attend the 3rd Segmented Turners Symposium 

held biannually, 
this year in South 
Lake, Tahoe. With 
170 registered 
turners, it was 
well attended 
for a “chapter 
symposium”. 
Many of these 
were relatively 
new turners. 
There were 14 
demonstrators 
doing 36 rotations 

over the two and one-half days. The “spouse tour” 
on the Saturday was to historic Virginia City and 
was well attended. 

The rotation Highlights for me were: John Beaver, 
doing Wave bowls (American Woodturner 26:3 IF); 
Craig Kirks, showing how to create curved design 
elements; Michael Mode, with stack laminated 
bowls from a plank ; and Mike Shuler, designing, 
cutting and assembling (4000 pieces in a 30 cm dia. 
bowl) Polychromatic Turned Art from wood. Each 
of these four has had their work included in various 
issues of American Woodturner. In each of these 
rotations the Turners explained the design and use 
of cutting and assembly jigs or fixtures that allow 
them to use simple 
and repeatable 
processes to 
convert their vision 
into apparently 
complex pieces.

There were 
also sessions on 
Segmented turning 
Basics; Alternative 
materials (Corian, 
Spectra (coloured) 
Ply and Baltic Birch 
plywood); Adding 
Marquetry to a 
turning (See Oct 2012 American Woodturner p53); 
Project Design Software; Using the SW Website 
Forum; Creating (and maintaining) your own website; 
and Ribbons, Tubes and Segmenting Tricks.

The Saturday evening Banquet, attended by 230 
people included a special award to Bud Latven 
for his pioneering and thirty plus years of making 
Gallery quality segmented pieces. Following 
the award, Bud reviewed his career with a very 
enjoyable review of his development and direction 
changes in his segmented turning. As a surprise, the 
evening finished with a first class performance by 
segmented turner 
and Broadway 
star, Jim Romick 
(8 years as the 
Phantom). Set 
to the music 
from 8 different 
Broadway shows, 
he presented in 
his own words, a 
very entertaining 
live and video 
performance of the various aspects of wood turning 
in general.

The Instant Gallery critique was mainly done by 
Ray Leier of Del Mano Gallery assisted by Bud 
Latven. It was one of the best critiques I have 
attended. He had selected 10 pieces that were 
excellent from a gallery perspective and 10 pieces 
that showed potential. Contrasting similar themed 
pieces he brought out minor changes that would 
raise those with potential to excellent. Here is a 
summary of his comments:

Each Gallery piece has to portray elegance to the 
buyer!

Form is #1:  What attracts the potential buyer?
• does the piece attract the buyers attention?
• Lift from the table/shelf
• Smoothness of the curve
• The finishing touch on the rim
• Buyers either like or dislike finials. Does the 

finial fit this design and the flow of this piece
• Is the placement of decoration or pattern 

rings appropriate for the shape
• How does one lift the lid? Does the lid fit the 

shape of the piece or is it stuck on without 
consideration of how well it blends in

• Do the materials fit the piece
• Are changes in curve blended or do they 

just happen
• Thin wall-thickness is expected. Is 
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inconsistent wall thickness appropriate or 
just inattention to detail. Example of Bud 
Latven’s Hyperbolic curve pieces – on a 
12’dia x 30” high piece the top and bottom 
are 1/8” wall thickness but the narrow center 
is about ½” wall thickness – by design.

Finish is #2:  You have got my eye now draw in 
my feelings!

• most turners are guilty of tiring of the piece 
when they get to 200 grit.

• Many gallery submissions fail at the sanding 
stage.

• Gloss sells as long as it doesn’t overpower 
or otherwise detract from the form.

• A Don Derry piece needs gloss but most 
pieces are better with a satin glow

• Cocobolo (and other dark woods) needs a 
high polish – not gloss.

Feel is #3: I like the form, you have drawn me in, 
-complete the sale

• Once the attraction is there the deal is 
clinched when you pick the piece up.

• Is it heavier that it would appear
• Is the wall thickness what you expect
• Does the form feel as good as it looks
• Does the finish feel as good as it looks

 

KMS Tool Show
Merv Graham

Once again the GVWG wowed the people 
at the wood show put on by KMS. Thanks to 
the 28 people who braved the elements to 
come out and demonstrate and explain our 
organization to the general public. We were 
also successful in having another 4 members 
come forward and become accredited for 
demonstrating in public. This is always 
appreciated as it increases the number of 
individuals we can call on to strut their stuff in 
public, one of our main methods of recruiting 
new members to the guild. Though it was wet 
and stormy and the shavings were floating 
away down the tent floor everyone was in 
good spirits and did themselves proud for the 
guild. Thanks to you all for stepping forward 
and volunteering. I apologize for having to 
leave the last meeting before I could thank you in person.

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

Just a reminder that Turning 101 is up & running again.The First Session will be Nov. 24. Then we will be 
running again in January, February, March & April. See posts in Newsletters to come.

All sessions to be held @ KMS Coquitlam.
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Wood-finishing – Part 3 – Spraying and Spray Finishes
Larry Stevenson

Before even considering finishing, have a good look at your piece.  
Sometimes we can be in such a rush to finish a piece that we overlook the 
form, sanding and maybe even a bit of tear out.  Be very critical of your own 
work.  If your piece is ready to have a finish applied, be prepared to spend 
as much time as necessary to do a superb job.  Good enough is generally no 
good.  Be very critical.

Subjects covered:
Equipment

1. Spray Guns -- Siphon Feed, HVLP, air brushes
• Buy a good quality unit. My experience is that you get what you 

pay for and it is not worth investing in a low quality product.
• You can purchase online from www. whosedepot.com

2. Compressors – SCFM, need to have a moisture trap, regulators, hoses 
(free of oil), dryers (chillers)

• Moisture from your compressor is an enemy of obtaining a good finish.  This is extremely 
important with lacquers and other quick drying finishes.  Moisture trapped in a finish can make the 
finish look milky.

• Even though you may not have a compressor capable of producing enough CFM as required by 
the specs of the gun we are spraying small pieces and most compressors will be adequate.  You 
may consider buying an external tank to increase your air capacity.

3. Air Dryer (Chiller)  - Used to remove the moisture from the air supply.  
There is more moisture in the air during the warm months as warm air can contain more moisture 

than cool air.  If we can chill the air down then the moisture will precipitate out and then we have a 
water separator or moisture trap to collect the unwanted moisture.  You can make one of these with a 
5 gallon paint bucket and a 10 – 15 foot length of ½” flexible copper tubing formed into a coil.  Punch 
2 appropriate sized holes in the bucket, one up high and the other low.  Install quick connects on both 
ends, male on the top and female on the lower.  The inlet is on the top and the outlet down low.  Leave 
the bucket outside and fill with cold water.  If spraying lots of pieces leave the garden hose in the pail 
and flowing slowly to keep the water cold.  As the air flows through the cold copper tubing the moisture 
will condense and be caught by the water separator on the outlet side of the coil.  On the outlet side I 
put in a water separator joined together to a pressure regulator.  After the regulator I use an air hose 
that is dedicated to my spray guns.  It is never used by anything else as I want to keep it totally free of 
contaminants.

Air Compressor

Spray Gun

Water Separator/Regulator

Air hose

Dedicated Air hose

Air Drier (Chiller)
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4. Safety equipment – respirators with Organic Vapor filters and dust filters.
• Use respirators with any finish.  Water based finishes still contain nasty stuff that you do not want 

to be breathing.  The addition of a dust filter will extend the life of the cartridge as the finish will not 
plug up the cartridge.

5. Filters
• Always run your finishing product through a filter before using.

Other Helpful Equipment
1. Turntables
2. Jigs to hold item to be sprayed
3. Drying shelters for water based products
4. Books on finishing – very good information on all aspects of finishing.  These books usually 

contain a chart about all the qualities of different finishes and will have chapters dedicated to 
using spray equipment.  A few good books are “The Woodfinishing Book – Michael Dresdner”, 
“Understanding Wood Finishing – Bob Flexner” and lastly “Bodywork and Painting – Motor 
publications”  This last book is about cars and painting of, however there is lots of good 
information regarding spray technique.  Automotive painting books are excellent in teaching about 
painting, as most people are so fussy about an automotive finish.

All the reading and research that you do will not teach you to apply a spray finish.  It is the same as 
woodturning.  There comes a point when you need to listen to a famous 60’s Vietnam protest song and “Put 
down your books and pick up a gun – We’re gonna have a whole lot of fun”.  (I Feel Like I’m Fixin to 
Die Rag  - Country Joe and the Fish )
How to Use a Spray Gun

1. Patterns
• Look in your finishing book and become familiar with how the spray pattern should look.  If it isn’t 

right, then you need to clean your gun.
2. Overlap of coats

• Overlap each pass by 50%.  That also means starting 50% off the top pass and finishing 50% off 
the bottom of the last pass.

3. Ensure a wet coat so product will flow out
4. Never start or stop spraying on the object, start to one side and go past the object before stopping
5. Spray parallel to the surface and not in an arc.  The distance from the piece is usually specified in the 

literature with the gun.  For the HVLP that I use it is about 6 inches. 
6. Practice – practice and then practice some more.

• Get a large piece of cardboard and practice with the finish you are going to use.  Get used to the 
application and how much you can apply before it runs.  You need to apply enough that the finish 
flows into item and doesn’t look grainy but not too much that a run will occur.  

• Go buy some paint and paint your wheel barrow or whatever to get some practice in.  I am sure 
you would rather have a run on your wheelbarrow rather than the piece you just spent 10 hours 
tuning.

• If you get a run on the piece and the finish is water based, stop and wash the finish off and then 
reapply another coat.  Some water based urethanes dry very hard and it is a pain to sand the runs 
out.  If you get a small run in a lacquer finish you can quickly use the gun and only pulling the 
trigger a little bit you can get rid of the run by moving it around with the air.  Blowing additional air 
at it will cause the solvent to evaporate and the run can be stopped.

Clean Up
1. Ensure gun is properly cleaned every time you use it, especially if you are using a catalyzed finish.  If 

a catalyzed finish hardens in your gun it is now a boat anchor and you now have the opportunity to 
invest in a new and maybe better gun.
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2. Keep the fluid needle, fluid tip and air cap spotless.
Water Based Products

1. Never use steel wool, use scotch brite pads
2. Thin with distilled water
3. Do not use regular tack cloth use a damp lint free cloth.
4. Products can be finicky, do not overthin
5. Remember to use a respirator

Lacquer Products
1. Can be thin indefinitely.
2. Must use respirator with organic vapour cartridges.
3. Do not do inside unless you have an explosion proof 

booth.
4. Each layer melts into previous layer (no witness lines)
5. Tack cloth and steel wool or scotch brite.

Common Spraying Issues and Causes.
1. Orange Spray – A finish flaw on sprayed finishes, where the coating does not lay out smooth, but 

takes on the texture of the skin of an orange.  It is usually caused by spraying material that is too thick 
or poorly atomized.

2. Fish-Eye - A finish anomaly usually caused by silicone or other oil contamination.  It shows up as 
a distinctive pattern of dry spots and puddles created by the differences in surface tension of the 
contaminants and the high surface tension coatings that are susceptible to it.

3. Over Spray – A dry, pebbly texture caused when spray finish dries in the air before hitting the wood.  
The droplets of finish adhere as dried particles rather than flowing out as a liquid. 

4. Pin Holes – A finishing defect related primarily to fast drying sprayed coatings.  Pinholes are created 
when tiny air or solvent-vapor bubbles rise through a wet coat of lacquer and break the surface.  If 
the film is sufficiently set, the lacquer cannot flow back over the hole, and a small cylindrical void 
representing the path of the rising bubble remains in the film. 

5. Blush – The whitish, cloudlike haze that occurs in fast drying finishes, especially lacquer, when it is 
sprayed in very humid conditions.  Blush is most often due to moisture (water vapor) trapped in the 
film or to bits of resin precipitating out of solution.  Blush Chaser is the trade term for slow-drying 
or active solvents designed to be added to or sprayed atop of lacquer to eliminate blush in humid 
weather.

Websites that May Interest You
Air Brushes, Guns, Hoses and Supplies.  
 - www.whosedepot.com
KTM – 9 Finish (Gloss) self-crosslinking clearcoat 
 - Made by Grafted Coatings, Inc. -  www.lmii.com
KTM – 9 Matting Agent (for water-based coatings only) 
 - www.ktmfinishes.com  www.graftedcoatings.com 
Website for Painting Techniques 
 - www.mig-welding.co.uk/spraytechnique.htm

http://www.whosedepot.com
http://www.lmii.com
http://www.ktmfinishes.com
http://www.graftedcoatings.com
http://www.mig-welding.co.uk/spraytechnique.htm
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Ross Pilgrim - Bargellow Vessel 
3x4 in - Wenge, Zabrane, Blood 

Cherry and Holly - Tung Oil

Martin Meerman - Cookie Crusher
 3x12 in - Maple - Bees Wax

Keith Hudson - 10x14 in 
Cherry - WOP

Keith Hudson - 9.5x14 in 
Figured Maple - Minwax Varnis

John Spitters 
Peppermills - 2.5x7.5 in 

Maple and Walnut - WOP

Brad Sieber - Lightbulb 
2.5x4 in -  Cherry - PU

Bill Cobb - Spintops and Launcher 
2.5x2.75 in - Maple and Rosewood

Beverley Pears - Ches Pawns - 1.5x1.75 in 
Holly and Black Walnut - Wax

President’s Challenge - “Another One Like the Other One”
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Jim Johnson - Hollow Form 
4.5x8 in - Maple Burl - WOP

David Wagner - Hollow Form 
4.75x5.75 in - Maple Burl

WOP and Green Stain

Chris Stiles - Salt and Pepper Mills - 
2.5x8 in - Birch - Shellawax Cream

Brad Sieber - Bowl - 7.5x3.5 in 
Plum - Mineral Oil and Paste Wax

Bill Cobb - Tealight - 7x3 in
 Arbutus - Mineral Oil

Bill Cobb - Box 
3.75x7 in - PNL Walnut

Art Liestman - 3 Armoured Teapots
 Maple and Arbutus - Acrylics

Instant Gallery
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John Spitters - Bowl - 8.25x3.75 in
 Apple - WOP

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form 
9x7.5 in - Black Walnut - WOP

Jim Johnson - Alien #1 - 7x1.5 in 
Maple - WOP, pierced and gold leaf

Jay Mapson - Purple Plate - 23x35 cm 
Quilted Maple - WOPJay Mapson - Plate - 6x2 in 

Quilted Maple - WOP

Jay Mapson - Christmas Ornament 
2x6 in - Maple Burl

Jay Mapson - Christmas Ornament 
2x6 in - Maple Burl and Walnut

Instant Gallery
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Kerry Deane-Cloutier - Purse - 7x4 in 
Cherry and Ebony - Paint and Lacquer

Kerry Deane-Cloutier - Purse - 4x6 in
Amboyna Burl - Paint and Lacquer

Keith Hudson - Bowl - 9.25x2.5 in - WOP

John Spitters 
Peppermill - 2.25x11 
Quilted Maple - WOP

John Spitters - Elevated Hollow 
Form - 5.5x10 in - Apple - WOP

John Spitters - Bowl or Platter 
9.5x1.25 in - Apple - WOP

Instant Gallery
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Keith husdon - Tea Pot - 9x6 in 
Spalted Maple - Walnut Oil and Wax

Phil Vetra - Form 
3x9 in - Maple - Acrylic

Phil Vetra - Bowl - 5.5x2.5 in 
Brazilian Cherry - Oil

Peter McLaren - Presentation 
Platter - 20x7.5x2 in 
Washington Cypress

Paul Evickron - Bowl - 8 in - Ash - BLO
Martin Meerman - Icicles - .75x4 in 

Bubinga - Turner’s Polish

Instant Gallery
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GVWG Officers,  
Appointees & Volunteers

President
Ed PrEtty 604.888.5967

Vice President
BrucE camPBEll 604.944.3028

Past President
KErry dEanE-cloutiEr 604.468.0605

secretary
KEEs Hof 604.420.7795

treasurer
frEd Baldwin 604.812.4972

MeMbers at Large
micHEllE GEndron 604.789.1873
tom Byrom 604.929.1766
Bill fowlE 604.466.2150
JoEl EldEr 604.460.0992
stEvE KEnt 604.937.0145
olaf lEPPEr 604.307.6005

educationaL coordinators
stEvE KEnt 604.937.0145
larry stEvEson 604.940.9760
BrucE camPBEll 604.944.3028

Librarian
GErry vicKErs 604.463.0760

Food chieF
marco BErEra 604.274.7594

FoF coordinator
murray macKinnon 604.986.5746

turning 101
GErry vicKErs 604.463.0760

newsLetter
micHEllE GEndron 604.789.1873
 Editor@GvwG.ca

digitaL PhotograPhy
Bill fowlE 604.466.2150

webMaster
stEvE HansEn 604.585.0638
 wEBmastEr@GvwG.ca

Classifieds
Formal But Fun Turning Classes

Island Woodcraft in Coquitlam (604)-525-
1031 offers a range of turning classes in its well 
appointed training facility.

Classes range from introductory to advanced 
and cover a range of topics.  Visit www.
islandwoodcraft.ca for descriptions of all the 
classes.  Classes are scheduled on demand or 
you can also join a previously scheduled one to a 
maximum of six students. For more details or to 
schedule a class call Ryan at 604-525-1031.
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